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ARIES

visitors, special people will prove their

deny your emotional process; you will

mid-April, you’ll see better where, in your

It’s time to get busy – and to enjoy life! It’s

benefit from supportive nurturing and time

life, you could be more outgoing and

weight in gold. A change at work, within

time to focus on you, yourself: on your

out. When emotional and financial

adventurous. A key decision to do with

your living space or regarding a

image, your looks and the way you present

decisions overlap, this can be trying, but

work or your personal life will merit careful

collaboration will provide food for thought.

yourself – and then to make some money,

bear in mind that life will blossom, despite

thought. By the end of June, you’ll achieve

As you become increasingly motivated by

too! The lunar eclipse on April 4 could

challenges, especially when, in June, a new

a goal, most likely connected with someone

the company you keep, you’ll enjoy

refresh a relationship or a partnership, be

door to an entirely new phase could open.

you love.

devoting your energy to health and fitness

this business or personal, and

LEO

SCORPIO

in June.

You’ll enjoy the sense that you’ll regain your

Keep your eyes open to opportunities in

AQUARIUS

joie de vivre over the next few months.

April through to June, as celestial

Jupiter should bring a little more

You’ll enjoy the feeling that you’ll regain a

Synchronicity, and potentially also

influences suggest that you could step up,

abundance your way after mid-April, and

sense of purpose over the next few months

abundance, will once again figure in your

especially at work, with your career and

someone close will be on your mind, and in

as Venus moves through your sign and into

life, and you’ll truly feel that the ball is

status. Developments may come out of the

your heart as a result. You’ll sense that

your money and communication zones.

rolling by the end of June, when an

blue, so be ready to put your hand up.

people become more interested in you, too.

Life’s luxuries and delights will appeal more

unexpected opportunity could arise.

May’s stars are largely about re-connecting

If relationships have been strained recently,

than usual; and a partner’s or co-worker’s

Meanwhile, get set to implement plans in

with someone close; you may decide to

prepare for these to gain clarity, especially

circumstances may affect yours, too. The

April and May, to make the most of an

alter the parameters of key relationships as

as you head into June, as you’ll get the

Full Moon on May 4 will bring both couples

upward swing.

a result.

chance to revitalise both your home and

and singles more passion.

VIRGO

SAGITTARIUS

personal life.

April’s events will motivate you to spruce up

Nothing slows a Sagittarian down more

PISCES

You’ll gain a sense of achievement, as the

your love life and your relationships in

than feeling your favourite, larger-than-life

Many of your decisions will revolve around

lunar eclipse on April 4 will spark a fresh

general, especially around the New Moon

projects and plans could be limited in some

what you share – and what is yours. Could

collaboration or the opportunity to step up

on April 19. Moving into May, being

way. So you’ll enjoy the sense of liberation

it be time to put a stake in valuables and

at work and with your goals. If negotiations

practical about shared assets, finances and

you’ll feel as April gains momentum; as

possessions – even if your heart is far more

are necessary, ensure you use your talent

duties will help you to make the most of

travel, favourite projects and interests

philosophical and far less materialistic?

for diplomacy. Finances and discussions

developments in June which will encourage

which have been stuck begin to free up.

Would being practical be such a

with a group or a friend will merit careful

you to try something new such as a holiday;

June will be all about your relationships:

disadvantage? Whether work, fun or

handling. The New Moon on June 17 will

or a fresh chapter at work.

singles may even meet that someone

someone else grabs your attention, you’ll

open doors: get set to walk through them!

LIBRA

special mid-month.

feel motivated to create stability in the

The lunar eclipse on April 4 suggests you’re

CAPRICORN

bigger picture long-term.

Vital areas of your life are set to step-up. In

ready to turn a page within a key

You’ll enjoy being with people who spice up

the process, even if you plan ahead, don’t

relationship, business or personal. By

your life. Whether you travel or you receive

communications will become busier in May.

TAURUS

GEMINI

CANCER
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